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ABSTRACT

This paper sorvevs 17nroac,!es that Ire deemed practical for instruc

:ional usa df ird dcmouters by satellite transmission. 7or each of

the two instructional tL,7nnologies a brief history is Jrov ided , a survey

of :he eval,Ition studies of effectiveness Ii given, and a concluding sec

:Ica on planning for applications is provided.

The literature on the;e topics is very large. An attempt has been

made to seLect for discussion items that are deemed of special importance

Jr are parric,ilar17, useful for field users.

Th taper concludes with some general recommendations for use of

either inatr.octionat radio or computerassisted instruction by means of

satellite transmission. A fairly extensive bibliography of the matters

discussed is appended to the paper.
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PLANNING FOR INSTRUCTIONAL USE OF RADIO AND COMPUTERS BY SATELLITE

Patrick Suppes
Institute for Mathematical Studies in the Social Sciences

Stanford University
Stanford, California

The intention of this paper is to survey approaches that are deemed

practical for instructional use of radio and computers by satellite

transmission. In the case of computers we shall restrict the survey of

practical applications to computer-assisted instruction. A subsidiary

objective of this survey is to provide a brief history of educational

radio and of computer-assis ld instruction in the United States so as to

give some perspective on the use of these instructional technologies.

Another subsidiary objective is to provide a survey of the evaluation of

effectivenecs of radio instruction and computer-assisted instruction.

Part 1 of the paper deals with these three ohjectives for ecocational

radio. The throe sections cf ?art I cover the three topics of history,

'valuation, 2nd planning fer applications. ?r 2 deals with oompurer-

assisted instruation and contains three similar sections.

Finally, in Part 3 the recommendations for the instructional use of

r.c.dio 2nd of aomp.ltars bra.2ght intc summar7 form. Throughout the &Is-

Zi cf thacc.7.27icl: tosicc co. effort has also been made to provide

refet.ences to the literature that will be useful for readers interested in

pursuing these matters further. The paper ends with a fairly extensive

bibliography.

I. INSTRUCTIONAL RADIO

1.1 History of Instructional Radio

deginning in the 1920s, instructional radio was widely used in the

Unitsd States, but for 3 variety of reasons, including especially the
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advent of television, its use has dwindled in recent years. Atkinson

(1942a, 1942b) provides broad, nonevaluative information on a substantial

number of instructional radio projects undertaken in the United States

prior tc 1939. Readers will find his books useful for their general

account of operational problems and history of early uses. Saettler

(1968), Skornia (1962), and Wrightstone (1952) describe the later history

of instructional radio in the United States.

Although the use was not extensive, there are still a number of

school districts that continue to provide some instruction by radio. Same

recent examples are KRVM (Eugene, Oregon), WM (Newark, New Jersey),

KSLH (St. Louis, Missouri), KANWFM (Albuquerque, New Mexico), KBPS

(Portland, Oregon), and WYNEFM (New York, New York). There are undoubt

edly other instances beyond this list.

In many respects, radio is currently being used more extensively,

and more educational attention is being devoted to its use in countries

outside the United States. /n Great Britain, radio has been used

extensively for school broadcasts foc many years, and it currently

provides a component of the Open University. There are now more than

60 educational radil series broadcast to schools in England. Many of

these series use illustrated pupil pamphlets as supplements to the

lessons. It is characteristic of the British broadcasts that they

emphasize rather close collaboration between the classroom teacher and

the instructional radio program. The British use of radio has concen

trated to a considerable extent on supplementary teaching that would not

ordinarily be available, at least at an expert level, within the papule

tion of teachers at a school. Typical special subjects would be art,

music, and foreign languages. A



Australia has also made extensive use of instructional broadcasting.

The geographical situation in Australia has made it especially attractive

for reaching the nonurban regions of the country. Although Australia is

almost as large as the United States, it has a population slightly less

than 12 million, and of this population about 63 percent is urbanized.

This means that approximately five million people are spread over a rural

area that is almost as large as the United States. This extreme dispersion

of population has P.-resented real educational problems. The experience of

Australia in providing instructional facilities by radio should be of use

to any radio uaer that is faced with a highly dispersed population. In

1960, over 9C percent of the Australian schools received some radio

lessons. Curriculum enrichment broadcasts similar to those of the BBC in

Great Britatn are extensively used in rural schools. At the higher educa

tional level, the Ra,:io University of New South Wales, for example,

enrolled over 6,000 students in 1965. Some references on the use of

instructional radio Australia are Bull (1960) and Kinane (1967).

A country with a qul'.e different population density, namely Japan,

also makes widespread use of instractional radio. In 1915, NHK, the

Japanese Broadcasting Corporation, began a small program of radio broad

casts to the schools (Hatano, 1960; NHK, 1964). After World War II,

radical changes were made in the Japanese educational system in terms both

of curriculum, discipline, and teaching techniques. The use of radio

played a substantial part in this modernization. A 1958 survey by the

Broadcasting Culture Research Institute of NHK reported that 47 percent of

the primary schools, 37 percent of the lower secondary schools, and 27 per

cent of the upper secondary schools regularly used radio broadcastm. NHK
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has an extensive correspondence school program and it is possible to re-

ceive the equivalent of a high school eeucation, including certification,

without attending any regular classrooms but by tak4ag a program of cor-

respondence courses, radio lessons, and final examnations. It should be

noted that, in spite of the widespread use of television in Japan, the

extensive use of radio for instruction continues.

Mexico is another country chat has made recent extensive use of radio,

Spain (1973) repors-on and evaluates a project in the rural parts of the

state of San Luis Potosi that was designed to provide fourth-, fifth-, and

sixth-grade instruction by radio for schools chat previously hAd only the

first three !ears of elementary school. This use of radio is to be put in

tne context of the standard situation in developing countries, namely, by

the upper elementary grades, the percentage cf the age population still in

school is small, and it is consequently expensive and difficult to provide

adequate instruction. The project that Spain describes concentrated on

the teaching of mathematics and the teaching of Spanish. Other Mexican

projects are examined in Schmelkes de Sotelo (1972, 1973).

The Institute for Mathematical Studies in the Social Sciences at

Stanford is currently funded by the United States Agency for International

Development, in conjunction with the Ministry of Education of Nicaragua,

to develop mathematics lessons that are broadcast daily by radio to primary

school classrooms, especially in the rural areas of Nicaragua (Searle &

Suppes. 1975). These lessons are char:cterized by a high rate of student

response; children wc7k approximatGly 50 mathematics exercises during the

course of a nalf-hour broadcast. Their respoosel are either given orally

4.5 s group or individually in writing. 9ecause this project t,as assumed
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responsibility for such an important segment of the elementary-school

curriculum, it may be worthwhile to describe in somewhat more detail how

it operates on a daily oas!..

A daily lesson consists of a radio broadcast lasting for from :5 to

30 minutes, folio4ed by approximately 20 to 30 minutes of teacher-directed

activities. No textbooks are used and no printed materials are distribu-

ted to the students. In the initial year, students received a one-page

--
worksheet each day, but as the project gained experience, it was feasible

to eliminate this worksheet, and the second-grade curriculum is currently

being developed without the distribution of worksheets. From tne stand-

point of developing countries, avoiding the cost of distribution is one of

the most important and critical features of the program. In areas that are

not as cost conscious in terms of workbooks, it can still be desirable

because of the difficulties of distributing materials to dispersed popula-

tions. In developing the Nicaraguan project, the staff at the Institute

at Stanford has found some people skeptical that mathematics can be

effectively taught by means of radio. It is a primary purpose of the

project to test this hypothesis. The data thus far indicate overwhelmingly

that radio instruction in mathematics and, indeed, radio instruction that

carries che main part of the instructional burdens is not only possible

but can be a highly effective method of instruction.

1.2. Evaluation of Instructional Radlo

An excellent survey of studies of the effectiveness of instructional

radio is to,be found in Section VI of Chu and Schramm (1967). Their book

Is primarily devoted to a comprehensive review of instructional television,

but for comparative purposes they include detailed information about in-

structional radio. Their study includes a large number of conclusions,

7 and three of tnese chat bear on instructional radio are the following:
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1. Given favorable conditions: pupils can learn from any instruc-

tional media that are now available (p. 1511.

2. The use of visual images will improve learning of manual tasks as

well as other learning where visual images can facilitate the association

process. Otherwise, visual images may zause distraction and inrerfere

with learning (p. 162).

3. Student response is effectively controlled by prog7imuled methods,

egardleas of the in-Structional medium (p. 172).

Another broad survey is a paper by Forsythe (1970). In summarizing

radio's effectiveness he concludes:

Research clearly indicates that radio is effective in instruc-

tion. Experimental studies comparing radio teaching with other means

ar media 'rave found radio as effective as the so-called "conventional

methods." Even though radio has been criticized for being only an

audio medium, studies have shown that visual elements in learning arl

not uniformly importan:. :n many educational situations visuals may

be more harmful than helpful. Also, the efficiency of combined audio

and visual media has been challenged by studies which show that

multi-channel communications may not he inherently.more effective

than single channel presentations.

Further information on effectiveness of instructional radio may be found

in a large bibliography cnmpiled by Hadden (1968). An earlier survey

- the effectiveness of radio instruction may be found in Woelfel and

Tyler (1945).

We mention here two specific projects that received rather detailed

e.,11 ,,ton. One was an ,!arly study of radio lessons in music by the

'et:,Scolsirt Researcn Project in School 3roadcasting (1942). This study
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reports work extending ovi,r i oeriod of 20 veazs, hark t) rhe rirlt enursL

in must,: broadcast La 1922 ia Wisconsin. A careful szt,dy S conductet in

:he l'flOs of classes Ilstening to che music brnaacasts 'ad .:emrarahle

classei that did not. 7."--.e instruetional radio c1asles shC,a0.7! oi;;niftenr17

better learning in maintaining corrnot rhy:nm and in c;:etr r, ro

recognize note valueu. ri.ad it sighr . and recognize c".73.

features tnere were no siloificant d1fference:1 terveen :ne :.-siha tocnc

by instructional radio and rne classes canght by crar'.itiaal instrucrin.

but none of the ocher measures favored the tradit:ona "Ihese

includea measures of singing ouali:y and abilitv to :ake mui dictation.

The students who ca-r'n,pamen in these radio classou gere in :he

elementary grades pod were 4.n 'ooth rural and urban sehocin.

At quite iiffrent 1,e1. nenne, Kl'ogensmirn. and N,q-: 1.)6a)

capered renc incrouctory :Isynhology course. at :own State '..'nEver-

airy by use of iune recorder,a or 1)y lectures. i.ecture :ores wire

prepared in hookist form and y,iven :o :hp stadeats vrr., eleccen :ne :ape

version of the lectures. For two academic quartera they oonoared students

that took rte ,-ourse solely from audio tape wir-n students wno rook it- from

a live lecture:. 'The live lecturer was tne same person who prepared :he

.audio tapes earlier. A total of 290 students elected to cake toe course

by tape. and,408 chcse the live lectures. Although selection was volun-

tary, the two groups were actually closely matched In terms of their high

school rank In CIAR9 and on measures of achievement and acholastic

aptitude.

In terms of poscr,>lc scores and final grades, the two ..gcr..,ps did not

differ significantly. ',41en comparisons were nade In erms rhe lowest

quartil:ks of toe two groups according to nigh ichool rank. ;here was a



clear advantage to using tapes for the lowest quartile; for the other three

quartiles there was no significant difference.

Perhaps at least as interesting was the dropout rate. Only 5 of the

students learning by tape dropped wnereas 58 L.ttending the lecture

sessions did so.

These two specific examples, as well as the detailed discussion

earlier of the Nicaragua Radio Mathematics Project, indicate the wide

range of topic:1 tha-t-apparently can be successfully taught by radio.

1.3. PlanninsK A.,olications of Instructional Radio by Satellite

I summarine some of :he more pertinent recommedations or conclusions.

1. TI.ere is substantial evidence that instructional radio can

i)e used to teach au enormous range of subjects and students at almost

every age level. :bele Ls no reason to think that delivery by satellite

.../ould affect in any negative way the positive ccnclqsiocs from more than

50 ye:irr of research and devizlopment on extensive use of instructional

radio.

:. There is evidence that instructional radio can be used fnr sup-

plementary work ranging from news reports, broadcasts of students'

creative work, and dramatizations of biography and historical events, to

travelogues, musical programs, talks by prominent scientists and others.

In addition. direct instruction can be provided in specialized subjects

that are not easily ava lb 2 for instruction in terms of an isolated

school's educat1.)oal c-rsours. The most extensive examples of such

direct instru,:-L1 have 'teell in music, foreign languages, and art.

. Thert .vide-. :hat essential subjects in the curriculum can

Ile.) be taught 1), .11tional radio. These range from elementary-school

mathematics to major courses at the university level. It should also be



mentioned trIt in developing countries there has been fairly extensive

literacy training by radio.

4. The main recommendation is to use instructional radio for those

areas of instruction for which there is a clear need on thr one hand and

for which there exist no adequate lornl facilities on the other. It is

important to recognize in the case of isolated schools that this sense of

need should extend to important and attractive supplemental topics and not

be restricted to thi -main parts of the curriculum concerned, for example,

with instruction in basic skills of reading, mathematics, and language

arts.

5. In the case of instruction by radio for a,LIlts, there is evidence

to indicate it is importantthat there be regular intermittent twoway

commun.cation, for lxample, by nail. If the program being developed has

an adequate budget, the collection of regular exercises or other forms of

homework from students would a1mo4t certainly be a desirable feature. It

would of course be most desirable to have this homework collected on

an immediate basis by twoway int-araction. but, for purposes of econnmy,

this would often not be possible, and therefore a schedule of regular

collection is the most important feature even if there i: v f several

days in returning corrected homework to the student.

6. It should be borne in mind that group learning be as impor

tant as individual learning. This seems especially true of founger

students in the elementary school. Radio instruction to groups of

students at th.is younger age should be considered as an important

possibility. For this purpose, broadcasts should be directly into the

'school. For wor 'K. with older students, it will in many cases 'le nore

attractive and convenient to Oroadcast into the homes for indtvidual work



oy the student. However, even in this case some formal structure of

credit and certification is strongly recommended. Extensive surveys of

home-based instruction (e.g.. Macken, van den Heuvel. P. Suppes, and

T. Suppes. 1976) indicate that a clear credit and certification structure

is a desirable feature of all home-based instruc:ion.

2. COMPUTER-ASSISTED INSTRUCTION

2.1. .History of Computer-assisted InstructiLn

The use of computers for instructional purposes, chat is, computer-

assisted instruction, as it has come to be termed in the literature, is

tne newest and most expensive of current educational technologies. It is

also by far the most highly indlvidualimed in the interaction it provides

between student and curriculum. The first projects in computer-assisted

instruction Legan in the early 1960s, mostly in university research cen-

ters. /t is only since about 1970 that computers have been used on an

operational basis for instruction in a number of American school districts.

The percentage of students affected is still relatively small although the

total number of projects in itself is now, in absolute terms, large.

Since the initial experiments with computer-assisted instruction in

the early 1960s, three or four major aspects of this form of instruction

have become salient and seem to offer greet potentiality for education at

all levels, but especially at the elementary level. The first and most

important aspect,centers on the well-known fact that there exist definite

and clearly significant individual differences among students, especially

in their rates of learning. Students at all levels work at varying rates

and at different levels of accuracy and understanding. Moreover, perhaps

at least as important is fluctuation within a given student over a period

1 2



of several years. Students who are slow in the beginning grades - 'AMOS

have a period of rapid catch-up in later grades. For reasons that are not

clearly understood, students sono begin school with an initially high rate

of learning will often slow down to something much closer to the average

and occasionally to a rate below the average. To accommodate -se mani-

fest individual differences in learning is a continuing concern in much of

our educational efforts. In the past, let us say any time earlier than

about 1800, the soluiion was relati,. eesy because only a small part of

the population was given extended education, and what were considered the

most important future members of society, children of the nobility and

aristocracy, were educated primarily by private tutors. Even in 1870 only

two percent of the age population graduated from nigh school in the United

States. However, since toe turn of the century, particularly with the

opening of John Dewey's laboratory nchool at the University of Chicago,

the concern for adapting the curriculum co the ability or achievement

level of each student has become a serious ,:oncern ,-)nt schools, whone

mission is to educate future clPi.,ns of a br)ad!y based democratic

society. Today, essentially sil of Accept thst education I. universal,

end a continued increase in the namuer of years of education of the

average citizen is anticipated throughout the remainder of this century.

Unfortunately, the economics of education are with that we cannot

afford even in an affluent society to provide tutorial instruction to

indixiduel stud;nts on a broad basis. The use of computer-based inetruc-

tlonal devices offers e method of meeting the problems of individual dif-

(emcee at s much deeper level and in 4 sore 'scientific' way than hes yet

been possible.

1 3
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The @stood aseset of individualisation ts attention to the reennoils

of individual students. Thera are many studies indicating the desirability

of relatively immediate reinforcement of an 00000 once they are given by

students to exercises, specially in the lower rades. In an individual-

ised program, it is imply not possible for a taather to provide this

immediate attention to correction oi eistakes, tc.

It is useful in diseusaiog these natters of Individualisation to gm,

Senile of the Atli Of numbers we are talkina about Ti a large salient.

the most widely used operstional programs In computer-aimisted i.oitrurtion

O re programs providing drill and 1,ractice in basic skills st the lementary-

genool level I have in mind esperiall, Pfolltimil in reilding, ilithom"1",

and :anguage arts :Ait us tsam trt.1-ststi-practtre program in

mathematics fir 'll.14.111
4,1 in 40,44P14. fet e neriod ranging (rum stv to

ten minutes, depending un the age of the child, the student will work

Sumewhat sore than In ieed if ha is in this program 15,.) lays of the

Veon: year, .10 e..1 then hove ,uniipleted sore than 4,l,00 ocertisse that

ogre ro him level of akbievement 44 immedlatolf

ve,uated f" ,orrecrneee ri ,nr.rit of In eloneotary-sthmil

,eattiont in ,krhsmatirs I. ermut equal to thelie 4,5UO allfr:1144, that is,

L440)60144 fit this level Contain somewhare between 4,rco and 1,100 seer-

Claes. Consider now the situatioe of the teethe, mho has CIA.. of. let

OS Oaf. 25 tudents, ff he were to constrvet thee. individual enereiese

mid evsluate thee for the studento, this would moan sore than IJO400

nrgises for the school year. In addition, h would be faced with e

similar task in readins and language ante, not to speak of ome Of the

other subjects it ia her responeibillty tn teach. It I. little wonder

'hat in the ordinary rliiiistnno eiruattun it le 4 diffirult carter for the

14
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teacher to provide the kind of intensive drill and practice that is a

simple and natural thing within the framework of -omputer-assisted

instruction. Even the teacher who understands well the need for individ-

ualization and has the zeal and drive to produce a great many individual

xercises for students will have great difficulty providing a product

comparable to that which can be provided in a relatively straightforward

manner by computer-assisted instruction. This is a third aspect of

computer-assisted fnitruction that needs considerable emphasis. It pro-

vides an opportunity to relieve the teacher of routine and burdensome

tasks, so that the teacher may devote time to giving more individualized

attention to students.

A fourth aspect to be mentioned is the record keeping and information

flow about the performance of students that can be brought to teachers,

administrators, and others Is a by-product of computer-assisted instruc-

tion, that 1.4. as a hy-produrf of students doing their work at computer

terminals.

To give a sure concrete sense of the kind of courses that have been

developed for computer-assisted instruction, I urvey hero work at the

three levels of education: elementary school, secondary school, and

college.

Elementau school. The most widely used programs in lementary

schools ere those developed by Computer Curriculum Corporation (Palo Alto,

Cahifornia), vith which the author ix associated. Currently, these are

e ssentially the only programs commercially available for standard use in

ordinary elementary-school 'settings by school districts unconneted with

university remoarrh projects ,t other resear,:n centers. Their three most

utiod curriru11m4 Ir.* in the hAtti1e 0(1114 of rending, mathematics,

Awrm



Secondary school. Same of the most imaginative work in this area has

been exemplified by the activities of Seymour Papert and his collaborators

at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. They have concentrated

on teaching students problem-solving skills and the beginning elements of

computer programming. Their program is in contrast to those mencioned

already because the emphasis is not on supplementary drill and practice in

the bastc skills. A good account of "heir work is to be found in Papert
_

and Solomon (1972). Papert and his colleagues are working with students

roughly in the age ranges 8 to 15, so some of them also fall within the

elementary-school level.

The activities in computer-assisted instruction are not as vigorous

at the secondary-school as at the elementary-school level, partly because

there has been a history of concentrated effort in the development of

drill-and-praccice programs in basic skills. On the other hand, some of

the basic-skill programs originally developed with elementary-school

students in mind have been used with disadvantaged students needing addi-

tional work in the basic skills of mathematics, reading, and language at

the secondary-school level. A variety of projects around the United

States reflect this emphasis.

The more important fact about the use of computers in instruction at

the secondary-school level probably centers on the use of computers for

problem solving and introduction to data-processing applications. A

numbeF of high schools offer courses that provide elementary instruction

in data processing. Many of them are aimed at training that will lead to

direct entry into the labor market by high school graduates. A substantial

portion of the high schools in Coke United States now have some form of



dataprocessing instruction as part of their regular instructional pro

gram. A smaller, but still significant, number have interactive computing

as part of their program, in many cases aimed at problemsolving activities

in mathematics, physics, and istry. Most of the activities at the

secondaryschool level have not been built Iro"nd specific research and

development projects, and consequently the published literature on the

activities is considerably less than the volume of activity would lead one

to expect.

It is anticipated that commercially available courses for secondary

school work in computerassisted instruction will be available in the

reasonably near future.

College. The situation is quite different at the college level.

There is a large number of courses in many different institutions, many

of them partial (-nurses, but the number of such is very large indeed and

it will not .sible to give anything like a detailed factual survey

in this report. I shall attempt rather to provide some examples. Several

specific institutions and places will be mentioned only later because I

will concentrate on a summary of their evaluations. It is fair to say that

the main work has focused on courses that require mathematical skills or

language skills. Consequently there has been a great deal of work in the

teaching of elementary mathematics and elementary collegelevel science by

means of computerassisted instruction. A similar generalization applies

to the teaching of foreign languages. To the writer's knowledge, at least

the following foreign lenloages have been taught at least once by means of

computerassisted instruction in the United States: French, German,

Spanish, Russian, Hausa, Swahili, Mandarin Chinese, Arabic, and Bulgarian.

17



One of the largest recent efforts at the college level has been the

T/CCIT project, which has been aimed at computer-assisted instruction for

community colleges in basic skills of English and mathematics. This

project is just reaching maturity and will be reported on in depth in the

literature in the next few years.

A second large project,is the development of the PLATO system at

the University of Illinois. This project has been extensively supported

by the National Science Foundatioa over the past sever/Il years, and exten-

sive course material at the university level and the community-college

level has been diveloped. Much of the material is supplementary to

regular classroom instruction. The range of topics and the number of

Instructors involved have been very large. No comprehensive iniblic report

of this multifaceted activity is yet available, although there are reports

on individual projects, some of which are mentioned below.

At Stanford, my own university, we have been engaged in computer-

assisted instruction at the college level for a number of years. A recent

detailed survey of the use of computers for instruction at Stanford is to

be found in Suppes, Smith, and Beard (1975). I show in Table 1 the list of

courses currently offered at Stanford.

Insert Table 1 about here

Some more detailed particular studies are mentioned in the next

ectiop on evaluation.

2.1. Evaluation of Computer-assisted Instruction

This section on evaluation is also divided into three levels of

education, used Li, Jamorcare the last aection,
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Elementary school. Vinsonhaler and Bass (1972) surveyed

over 30 separate experiments that involved a total of about 10.000

students and that compared traditional instruction and traditional

instruction augmented by CAI drill and practice. They concluded that

"there appears to be rather strong evidence for the effectiveness of CAI

over traditional instruction where effectiveness is measured by stan

dardized achievement tests." This is a good summary reference and one of

the most extensive. A corresponding extensive survey of the curriculums

of the drillandpractice courses of Computer Curriculum Corporation is to

be found in Macken and Suppes (1976). This covers a very large number of

students and represents data reported from nine different states.

Additional extensive data on drillandpractice programs at the elemen

tary level are to be found in Suppes and Morningstar (1969. 1972). Beech,

McClelland. Horowitz. and Forlano (1970). Jamison, Fletcher, Suppes. and

Atkinson (1971). Smith and Hess (1972). and Fletcher,and Atkinson (1972).

Typical evaluation results obtained in such drillandpractice

programs at the elementaryschool level are to be found in the achievement

data shown in Table 2, which are taken from Suppes and Morningstar (1969)

Insert Table 2 about here

for .n experiment in the state of Mississippi in 1967-68. The experimental

group as shown in the table is the group receiving computerassisted

inetraction, and the control group is the group receiving in each case

only traditionnl instruction. The number of students involved under each

experimental condition is shown in pareutheses after the mean grade place

ment. As can be seen from Table 2, significant results were obtained at

19
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each of the six grade levels of the elementary school involved in this

evaluation. / refer to these data from McComb, Mississippi, because it

is one of the more extensive CAI experiments in a rural setting.

Corresponding data for the use of computer-assisted instruction with

American Indian students in a rural setting is reported in Suppes,

Fletcher, and Zanotti (1975).

In addition, an extensive body of evaluation on the use of computer-

assisted instructiOn'at the elementary-school level with handicapped

students, especially deaf students, has been a major focus of research in

the Institute at Staoford for several years. Reports on this work, espe-

cially on the evaluation of its effectiveness, are to be found in Suppes,

Fletcher, Zanctti. Lorton, and Searle (1973) and Suppes, Fletcher, and

Zanotti (1976).

Secondary school. There are very few published reports

of evaluation of computer-assisted instruction at the secondary-school

level. It may be anticipated that this situ.'ion will change in the near

future.

College. There has been a fairly large number of systematic

evaluations of the use of computer-assisted instruction at the college

level. I mention here some typical examples.

Hansen, Dick, and Lippert (1968) of Florida State University reported

results of Lmplemepting collegiate computer-assisted instruction in

physics; in particular, Problem-solving sessions were handled by computer.

The CAI groups did as well as groups receiving traditional instruction in

problem sessions and in fact slightly better, but there was no difference

at a statistically ignifican level.
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Adams (1969) and Morrison and Adams (1969) conducted experiments at

the State University of New York, Stony Brook, on the teaching of German.

The CAL students performed somewhat better than the control students on

tests of reading and writing achievement, and not quite as well in terms

of performance on listenios and speaking tasks.

Extensive experience has been obtained on the PLATO system at the

University of Illinois. Bitzer and Boudreaux (1969), for example, used

the PLATO system for a CAL course in nursing. They report substantial

savings of time over what was required in standard lecture presentation.

At the University of Texas a number of experiments and demonstration

projects have been completed over the past ten years. One of the more

significant ones is an effort by Castleberry and Lagowski (1970) in the

teaching of elementary chemistry. At the same institution, Judd,

Bunderson, and Bessent (1970) studied the effects of learner control in

a computerassistedinstruction course in precalculus mathematics.

At Stanford University, Joseph Van Campen developed a full twoyear

tutorial course in introductory Russian. An evaluation of the course for

1968-69 is presented in Suppes and Iorningstar (1969). The results were

significantly better for the CA/ group than for the group receiving tra

ditional instruction.

Concerning collegelevel use of computers, the broad summary of

Jamison, Suppes, And Wells (1974) continues to be supported by the avail

able data. First, no simple uniform conclusions can be drawn about the

relative effectiveness of CAI in comparison with traditional instruction,

when effectiveness is measured in terms of student achievement.

Second, the conservative conclusion is that CAI is at least as

effective as traditional instruction, if noc more so, when it is used as

a replacement.
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Third, there needs to be an investigation of possible cost savings by

the use of computers for instructional purposes as opposed to traditional

instruction. It is emphasized especially in Suppes (1975) that in

intermediate-level college courses with small enrollment the extensive use

of computers may lead to substantial cost savings by enabling the course

load of instructors in classes of no more than three or four students to

be considerably increased.

2.1. Planning_ 4%prd-1:Cations of Computer-assisted Instruction by. Satellite

As in the case of instructional radio, I summarize here some of the

more pertinent recommendations or conclusions.

I. There is considerable evidence that computer-assisted instruction

can be used to teach an enormous range of subjects to students at almost

every age level. There is no reason to think chat delivery bv satellite

would affect in a negative way che positive evaluations that have been

made over the past decade of uses of computer-assisted instruction.

2. The kinds of things for which computers haVe been used effectively

in instruction complement rather than compete with the subjects in which

instructional radio has been especially successful, Radio has been useful

for supplementary work of an expository and discursive kind, as mentioned

in Section 1.1. In contrast, by far the most extensive and effective use

of computer-assisted instruction has been in the teaching of basic skills

involving mathematics or language, whether at the elementary-school or

the college levoh. The use of computers to teach subjects like history

o

and literature has as yet been far less developed and, in the minds of

many people, has still to overcome considerable technical and conceptual

43,i)
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difficulties to be successful in these areas. In contrast, a very large

amount of work has been done in using computers in the teaching of basic

skills, and there is every reason to think that this work, already

successful in many areas of the curriculum, will continue to expand and

develop.

3. In contrast to the main recommendation concerning the use of

instructional radio for areas of instruction for_ythere is.. clear

_

need and no adequate local facilities, the main recommeneation on

computer-assisted instruction would be to aim it at the development and

maintenance of basic skills, presumably in areas in which there already

erists instruction. The purpcse of the use of computers in these areas

would be to bring these skills to a level of competence closer to

acceptable norms for rne given student at his age and ability level.

Evidence from the use of computers in rural Mississippi for this purpose

indicates that such programs can be very effective. Similar data from use

in more recent years with American Indian students in a rural setting in

New Mexico have been equally positive.

4. In implementing a program aimed at basic skills, whether for

young students or adults, using computer-assisted instruction, there is

evidence from many sources to indicate that distributed practice is

desirable. This means that whenever possible the work should take place

on a daily basis and not on an intermittent or irregular basis. The

amount of work on a daily basis need not be large. At the elementary-

school level it can, for example, be on the order of ten minutes per

subject per day. In the teaching of language skills at the adult level,

it can range upward to an hour,a day. What is important is the organiza-

tion of the effort for regular work on a daily basis. 2 3



5. A wide range of experience has indicated that it is desirable to

have computer terminals clustered in a single room. This is true whether

the work is being conducted at the elementaryschool, secondaryschool, or

college level. The room in which terminals are located should be under

the supervision of a proct-or teaching assistant. On the basis of a

number of years of work in this area, I have concluded that the organiza

tional problems of managing single terminals in individual classrooms are

too complicated anci aifficult to solve, in comparison with the ease with

which proctor supervision of a single room in which the terminals are

clustered can be organized.

6. Because of the newness ,f computers in most educational settings,

it is most desirable that there be held a teachers' workshop, to be

attended by teachers, teachers' aides, and interested administrators, at

the beginning of a program of computerassisted instruction. This workshop

should last at least a full day and should direct itself toward the prac

tical problems that arise in operational use of CAl in a regular school

setting. It has been my experience that a workshop of this kind can do

a great deal to familiarize teachers with this new instructional technology

and allay some of their fears about what may appear to be a new and

mysterious electronic device. In fact, the programs that have been

developed for computerassisted instruction have, by and large, aimed at

ease of use by students and teachers. Any ner program should have similar

aims,for

3. GENERAL CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMENDATIONS

Particular recommendations about instructional radio have been given

in Section 1.3, and particular recommendations about use of computer

assisted instruction have been given in Section 2.3. I give in this final

2 4



part a summary of broad conclusions and recommendations about the use of

educational technology in the schorti and colleges.

I. There is a variety of evidence to indicatr coat at whatever level

of education a new educational technology is introduced it is desirable

that all pertinent levels of the administrative and teaching staff be

aware of the introduction of the new technology, be informed as to the

goals of the project, and be clear about their role in the implementation

oUthe project. 6.-pecially in the case of computers, it is desirable that

detailed informati.'n Le given when asked for aboul the ways in which the

new technology will be L.,ed and what its implications are as a method of

instruction. One of the reasons for recom-,...:1:'ing a teachers' worl-shop in

5e...-4nn 7 3 is precisely to meet this neet. t alr,o important that the

/onsible for the individual students being provided instruc-

!..lon by a new mcdium *.t. 'I aware of what exactly is expected ot them.

r cAe .7ase, for example, of instructional radio, this may consist of

doing same additional work. It also may consist of giving evaluative

tests from time to time. In the case of computer-assisted instruction,

it may zonsist of providing additional help to students who are having

difficulties, and making sure that individual students are making their

regular schedules at computer terminals.

2. There is a sign on the desk of an applied statistician who is a

good friend of mine that says simply "see me first." The implication of

this in the preEient context should be clear. In planning for the evalua-

tion of the Li's(' of a new technology, it is most desirable that [he evalua-

tion plans be made in advance of the introduction of the technology. It

...is too often th.1 case th. . plans for the evaluation of a new approach to

teaching are made after the new approach has begun. It is import,mr. that,
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where possible, pretest assessments be made of the students who will be a

part of the project and that plans for evaluation at the end of the first

year , aade early.

3. The rise of satellite communications should'aot seriously affect

the use of instructional radio or computerassisted instruction, except

for a small time delay in the twoway interaction at computer terminals,

which is not long enough to disturb the students once they have had some

experience.

4. Finally, in introducing a new technology, it is often most

effective to begin with a pilot project and then to expand in a systematic

way in each succeeding year.

2 6
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Table 1

University-level Computer-assisted Courses
at Stanford, 1972-75

Course

Number of students
per academic year

1972-73 1973-74 1974-75

Avg. number of
student hours at
computer terminal

Philosophy 57 56 160 209 70 for A
Introduction to Logic . 54 for PASS

Philosophy 161 12 51 for A
Set Theory 31 for PASS

Slavic Lang. 211 5 2 1 30
Old Churcb Slavonic

Slavic Lang. 3 0 1 35
Bulgariar

Slavic Lang. 212 4 4 4 30
History of Russian
Literary Language

BASIC Instructional 100 200 10a
Program

Computer Science 206 79 93
c

;ASP

Music (ear training)
Music 21 - 42 41
Music 22 18 19 23
Music 23 5 26 8
Music 103 5 6 -
Music 27 - - 33

SIP students were limited to 10 hours of time for experimental
reasons. During unlimited pilot runs, students have taken up to 30
hours to complete the course.

bDuring 1973-74, LISP was taught at Stanford using the IMSSS
machine, but students logged in as users and there was no special CAI .

for LISP.

cLISP stadents spent an average of 69 hours in the LISP interpreter
and 24 hours in the LISP CAI system.

dThe.atudents had restricted terminal time. 32



Table 2

Average Crade-placemeat Scores on the Stanford Achievement Test:
Missiasippi, 1967-68

Grade

Pretest
a

Experi- Con-
mental trol

Posttest

Expert- Con-
mental trol

Posttest-
pretest

Expert- Con-
mental trol t

Degrees
of

freedom

1 1.41 (52) 1.19 (62) 2.55 1:46 1.14 0.26 3.69* 112

2 1.99 (25) 1.96-(S4) 3.37 2.80 1.42 0.84 5.23* 77

3 2.82 (22) 2.76 (56) 4.85 4.04 2.03 1.26 4.64* 76

4 2.26 (58) 2.45 (77) 3.36 3.17 1.10 0.69 2.63* 131

5 3.09 (83) 3.71 (134) 4.46 4.60 1.37 0.90 3.43* 215

6 4.82 (275) 4.36 (160) 6.54 5.48 1.72 1.13 5.18* 433

Note. From Suppes and Morningstar (1969).

aValues in parentheses are numbers of students.

111 < .01.
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